Mistake and change of position
Bond is a former civil servant who has amassed a large fortune since his retirement through his activities as a professional gambler.  To celebrate his birthday, he generously decides to make a present of £20,000 each to three old friends, Blofeld, Drax, and Scaramanga.  He therefore sends each of them a cheque for this sum.

The following week he sends each of them another cheque for the same sum, having forgotten that he has paid them all already.  When his second cheque arrives, Scaramanga is delighted by this further display of generosity, and it never occurs to him that Bond might not have meant to send him another cheque.  He decides to use the money to buy a special treat for himself, and commissions an armourer to make him a golden Luger pistol with his initials on it.  Although the armourer charges him £20,000 for making this object, its market value would only be £5,000 if he ever tried to sell it, but he doesn’t care about that because it’s just what he wants.

When Drax’s second cheque arrives, the thought does cross his mind that Bond might have made a mistake, and so he calls him up on the telephone.  ‘It’s very nice of you to send this money’, he says, ‘and obviously I’m grateful, but when we had dinner with Blofeld at the club the other day, I thought that you said you were going to give us £20,000.’  Bond misunderstands him, and replies, ‘Yes, and it’s all yours to keep with my compliments, old boy.’  Not wishing to seem ungrateful, but not entirely sure that Bond has grasped his point, Drax rings off.  He decides to pay the second cheque into his StaySafe building society account, so that he can easily get the money out again and give it back if it turns out that he wasn’t meant to have it after all.  However, the very next day after he does this the StaySafe building society quite unexpectedly crashes and all of its investors lose all of their money.

When his second cheque turns up, Blofeld also recalls his conversation with Drax and Bond at the club, and realizes that Bond must have made a mistake.  He decides to say nothing and to spend the money before Bond can ask for it back.  He manages to spend the whole lot in a weekend by chartering a Lear jet to fly him to Barcelona to watch the bull fights and stay at the Hotel Splendido.

Bond has now received his bank statement and realized his error.

Advise him.


Mistake and change of position and estoppel
Professor Cuthbert Calculus is a scientific genius who has made many millions of pounds from his patented inventions, but who is well known by his friends to be rather absent-minded.  He writes a letter to his friends Thomson and Thompson, telling them that he has instructed his bank to transfer £5,000 to their joint bank account, and that he would like them to use this money to go on a luxury holiday to the South Seas.  Naturally they are delighted, and Thomson comes by the following day to thank the Professor.  However, when he arrives at the Professor’s laboratory, Calculus gives him fifty £100 notes, forgetting that he has already arranged the electronic funds transfer.  “But I thought you said you’d already sent us the money,” says Thomson.  “No, I don’t believe so,” says the Professor.  Taking Calculus at his word, Thomson accepts the money and drives off to deposit it; on his way to the bank, he crashes his car and the cash is destroyed in the ensuing fire.

Shortly after Thomson leaves the laboratory, Thompson arrives, and Calculus tries to give him fifty £100 notes as well.  Unlike Thomson, Thompson has spoken to the bank that morning, and so he knows that the Professor has already transferred £5,000 into their joint account.  “You’ve already paid us once,” he says.  “I’ve just spoken to the bank.”  “Are you calling me a liar?” asks the Professor.  “Or perhaps you think I’m just playing the goat?”  His eyes begin to bulge and his face purples: one of his famous mad rages is clearly on the way.  Anxious to avoid this, Thompson quickly agrees to take the cash.  He too drives to the bank to deposit the money, meaning to repay it to the Professor at an opportune moment.  He accomplishes this mission successfully, but quite unforeseeably the bank goes into insolvency the following day, leaving its depositors with nothing.

Advise the parties.  What difference would it make to your advice if Calculus had arranged for the funds transfer in the mistaken belief that he was legally obliged to pay Thomson and Thompson the money?


Mistake of fact and mistake of law and change of position
Jeffrey is a millionaire philanthropist with a keen interest in politics.  He makes the following payments to each of the four candidates in the Toytown local mayoral elections:

i) He writes out a cheque for £20,000 to Steve after a jolly dinner in Steve’s club, to help finance his campaign.  ‘But that’s all you’re getting out of me, you rascal’, he adds with a laugh.  The next morning he forgets about the cheque and sends Steve another for the same amount through the post.

ii) He sends cheques for £20,000 to each of Ken and Frank, after his solicitor incorrectly tells him that donors to Toytown mayoral candidates’ campaigns are required by a Toytown bye-law to make equal payments to each of the other candidates.

iii) After remembering that Susan is also in the mayoral race, he sends her a cheque for £20,000 as well.  Before he sends this final cheque, however, he double-checks with his solicitor that he really is required by law to pay her the money.  ‘Well, I might have got it wrong,’, replied Jeffrey’s solicitor, ‘but if I am, you can always get the money back via an action in restitution against her.’  Reassured by this advice, he posts off the cheque.

Steve, Ken, Frank, and Susan have spent all the money Jeffrey sent them on their campaign expenses.  Jeffrey has now realized that he paid Steve twice, and it has emerged that Toytown has no bye-law of the kind which Jeffrey’s solicitor supposed imagined to exist.

Advise Jeffrey whether he can recover anything from Steve, Ken, Frank, and/or Susan. 


Mistake of fact and law and causation and enrichment
Christopher Robin is the freehold owner of several properties in the Hundred Acre Wood.  Some of these he lets to residential tenants on 40-year leases; some he lets to commercial tenants on 10-year leases.  This summer, he received a letter from one of his residential tenants, Piglet, drawing his attention to a local bye-law which imposes a duty on every freehold owner of property leased for a period of more than 15 years to repaint the exterior parts of the property once every 5 years.  In his letter, Piglet stated that 5 years had elapsed since the exterior parts of his own house had last been painted, and requested Christopher Robin to arrange for this to be done.
Piglet’s letter was opened by Kanga, who does part-time secretarial work in Christopher Robin’s office, when she isn’t running her mail-order knitwear business out of a small warehouse which she also leases from Christopher Robin.  When she handed him Piglet’s letter with the rest of the morning mail, Kanga said, ‘My warehouse could do with a lick of paint too - it’s in a shocking state’, and Christopher Robin agreed that he should have this seen to as well.

He therefore rang up his estate handyman, Tigger, and instructed him to repaint the exterior parts of Piglet’s house and Kanga’s warehouse.  Tigger carried out the second of these orders perfectly - Kanga’s warehouse now looks as good as new.  Unfortunately, though, he made a muddle of the first, and instead of painting Piglet’s house, he painted Pooh Corner instead, a freehold property in the neighbourhood belonging to Pooh Bear.

Christopher Robin has now been correctly advised by his lawyer, Owl, that the bye-law only applies to properties leased to residential tenants, and that in any case it could not have applied to Kanga’s warehouse, as she only has this on a 10-year lease.  He therefore wishes to recover the cost of painting the warehouse from Kanga.

He also wishes to recover the cost of painting Pooh Corner from Pooh, but Pooh has refused to pay, on the ground that he didn’t want his house repainted, and even if he had, he would have done it himself for half the price.

Advise Christopher Robin.


Mistake of law and Woolwich and passing on
Assume that in 1990 Parliament enacts a statute under which importers of liquid petroleum gas into the United Kingdom are obliged to pay the Customs & Excise Commissioners a special import duty.  This is in part a protectionist measure intended to bolster sales of North Sea gas. The duty payable is accordingly calculated by reference to a sliding scale, under which an importer is liable to pay a special duty of 15p on each litre of gas imported up to a total annual value of £20 million, and 20p per litre on any further gas imported.  Unfortunately, the wording of the statute fails to make it clear whether the special duty payments themselves should be taken into account for the purposes of calculating when the threshold for the higher rate has been reached.  However, the Commissioners adopt as their working practice the rule that they should be, with the result that the higher rate effectively becomes payable after gas with a net value of around £17.4 million has been imported each year.

In 1992, Eggo plc, a company which imports substantial amounts of liquid gas into the UK each year, commences a legal action to challenge the validity of this practice.  However, it loses its case in the High Court, and although it is given leave to appeal it takes the matter no further because it is taken over by another company, which decides to let the action drop.

In 1994, Amexaco plc decides to start importing liquid gas into the UK.  After its first year of trading, it receives a tax bill for the special import duty which is higher than its directors were expecting.  They consult their lawyers who correctly inform them of the High Court decision affirming the validity of the Customs & Excise Commissioners' method of calculating the duty payable.  The directors are surprised to learn of this decision, but conclude that it doesn't really matter because they can always pass the extra cost on to their customers.


In 1999, Scallop plc, another company which imports liquid gas into the UK, wins permission to challenge the Commissioners' method of calculating the special duty in the Court of Appeal, where it is held that the previous High Court decision on the point should be overruled, that the Commissioners' interpretation of the statute is incorrect, and that the correct interpretation to be placed on the statutory wording is that the duty payments should not themselves be taken into account for the purposes of calculating when the higher rate threshold has been reached.

Advise Amexaco whether it can now recover the excess duty it has paid over the past five years.


Induced mistake and gain-based awards for deceit and fraud and dishonest assistance
Rastopopoulos hatches two dishonest schemes to defraud Bianca Castafiore, the world famous opera singer. First, he corrupts her accompanist, Wagner, who has been in her employment for nearly twenty years, and who is in charge of her booking arrangements.  In exchange for a bribe of £10,000, Wagner arranges that Miss Castafiore will give a series of recitals at Rastopopoulos’ opera house in Szged for a third of her usual fee: she would normally be paid £60,000 for this work, but instead receives £20,000.  (By bribing Wagner in this way, Rastopopoulos commits the tort of fraud and the equitable wrong of dishonestly assisting in a breach of fiduciary duty.)

Secondly, Rastapopoulos falsely represents to the diva while she is in Szged that he is able to purchase diamonds on the black market in Sierra Leone, and that if she gives him £50,000 he can buy £100,000 worth of diamonds on her behalf, and that he is willing to conceal this arrangement from the tax authorities.  (By making this false representation, Rastopopoulos commits the tort of deceit.)  She hands over the money, but he fails to buy the diamonds as arranged.

Advise Bianca Castafiore whether she is entitled to a restitutionary remedy against Rastopopoulos and/or Wagner, either on the ground that she is a victim of wrongdoing or on the ground of unjust enrichment by subtraction.


Mistake of law and change of position
In April 1999, Tintin takes a lease of Marlinspike Hall, a substantial freehold property owned by his friend Captain Haddock, who has retired to a seaside cottage, Dunsailin’.  The rent payable under the terms of Tintin’s lease is calculated by a formula set out in the contract that is unfortunately expressed in an obscure way.  The relevant clause stipulates that:

“The rent payable shall be £10,000 per month for the first year.  Thereafter, it shall be increased annually by multiplying the current rent by the average rate of inflation over the course of the previous year.”

It is unclear from the wording of this clause whether the inflation rate referred to is the average rate over the previous calendar year, or the average rate over the previous twelve-month period since the last rent review.  At the end of his first year of occupancy, Tintin therefore consults his solicitor, Jocelyn Wagg, who correctly informs him that although the courts have never expressed an opinion on clauses of this kind, the view of most solicitors is that they should be construed to mean that the average rate of inflation over the previous calendar year is the relevant multiplicand.  On this construction, Tintin has to pay £250 more per month over the next twelve-month period than he would have had to pay if the alternative construction were the correct one.  “But never mind,” says Jocelyn cheerfully, “if we’re wrong you can always get the money back on the ground that we made a mistake.”
For ten months, Tintin pays the new rent calculated on the basis of Jocelyn’s interpretation of the clause.  But in February 2001, a High Court judge is then asked in an unrelated case to construe an identical clause, and holds that the other construction of the clause is the correct one.  Jocelyn therefore writes to Captain Haddock, pointing out that Tintin has overpaid him by £2500, and asking for this money back.  However, the Captain writes back to say that he can’t see why there was an ‘overpayment’ when the money was paid in accordance with the terms of the lease, and that in any case he has already spent the money: half of it has gone on new curtains for Dunsailin’, and the other half on a trip to visit his sister in Florida.

Advise Tintin whether he can recover anything from Captain Haddock.


Mistake and necessity and enrichment
Frasier and Niles were left three oil paintings in their mother's will, representing the Three Graces.  Under the terms of the will, Frasier was to get the painting of Aglœa, whilst the paintings of Thalia and Euphrosyne were to go to Niles.  However, since the paintings were conceived as a set and they didn't want to break them up, Frasier and Niles agreed that they should all hang in Frasier's sitting room.

One day, a fire unfortunately broke out in Frasier's apartment, and by the time it was extinguished all the paintings were badly smoke damaged.  Frasier therefore rang up Roz, a restorer, and arranged for her to take them away and repair them.  He explained that the paintings of Aglœa and Thalia belonged to him, and that the painting of Euphrosyne belonged to Niles, who couldn't be reached for the next few weeks as he was away on a trip in China.  ‘But I'm sure Niles would want his painting repaired as well,’ said Frasier. ‘I'll pay for Euphrosyne along with the others, and get the money back from him when he comes home.’  Roz explained that she would normally charge £5,000 per picture, but since she was doing all three she'd do them at a special discount rate for £12,000 all in.  Frasier was delighted by this and agreed with Roz that she should do the work at this price.

By the time Niles came back, Roz had finished and Frasier had paid her.  As a result of her work, the market value of the paintings had risen from nothing to £15,000 each.  But even so, Niles was not pleased.  ‘I applaud your generous impulse, Frasier,’ he said, ‘and I dare say you would have arranged for Roz to restore all three paintings even if you hadn’t forgotten that Thalia is mine as well as Euphrosyne.  But I’ve never liked them much anyhow, and I don’t have £8,000 to spare.  I'm sorry, Frasier, but I'm not going to pay you back.’

Advise Frasier whether he can recover the cost of restoring the paintings of Thalia and Euphrosyne from Niles.


Ignorance and property and tracing and proprietary remedies
Tom is a trustee of an accumulation and maintenance trust for Bruno and Brian.  In breach of trust he withdraws money from the trust account and misapplies it as follows.

On 1st May, he takes £10,000 out of the trust account and places it in his own current bank account which already contains £20,000.  He then takes £20,000 out of his current account and uses it to pay the second annual premium on his life assurance policy.  (Last year he paid the first annual premium out of his own money, and nominated his nephews Nick and Nigel as the beneficiaries of the £1 million death benefit payable in the event that he should die.)
On 2nd May, he takes a further £10,000 out of the trust account, places it in his own current bank account, and then pays the whole £20,000 in his account to Vincent, a vintage car dealer from whom he has previously bought a Rolls Royce Silver Shadow motor car.  The price of the car was £40,000, and Tom paid Vincent £20,000 cash down out of his own funds on 25th April, ‘with the balance to be paid within two weeks’.
On 3rd May, he pays £20,000 into the account from his own funds, and on 4th May he sells the Rolls Royce car to Max for £50,000, and places this money in his account as well.

On 5th May, he withdraws £40,000 from his account and uses it to pay off a mortgage over his house which he had previously executed in favour of the Green Fields Building Society.

On 6th May, Tom is run over at a vintage car rally and dies.

Advise Bruno and Brian what, if anything, they can recover from Tom’s estate.


Ignorance and property and tracing and proprietary remedies
Chandler is a partner in a firm of surveyors.  One of his clients, Joey, is a property developer.  Joey asks Chandler to survey a piece of land which he wants to buy from Monica.  Joey explains 'in strictest confidence' that he has already bought an adjoining piece of land with a view to building a shopping centre on it, that he thinks Monica's property would be an ideal site for a car park for the customers, and that Monica is unaware of the reason for his interest in the property.  Chandler's survey confirms Joey's view that the site would be suitable for a car park.  Before he relays this information to Joey, however, Chandler decides to do his friend Phoebe a good turn.  He telephones her and says 'I really shouldn't be telling you this, Phoebe, but you can make some easy money if you buy Monica's land right away.'  Acting on Chandler's information, Phoebe buys the land from Monica for £40,000, and Joey is later obliged to pay her £140,000 for it.

Meanwhile, Chandler runs into a financial crisis.  Last year, he bought a racehorse from Rachel for £50,000.  He calculated that he could pay Rachel out of the prize money which he felt sure the horse would win, but in fact the horse won nothing all season and then broke its leg in a training accident and had to be destroyed.  He has had a series of stormy conversations with Rachel, and he is now forced to admit that he doesn't have the money to pay her.  When he reveals that the horse wasn’t even insured, she loses her temper and threatens him with legal action.  He begs her for a few days to raise the money, and she consents to this.  The next day, he uses his position as an authorized signatory to withdraw £50,000 from the firm’s bank account, which he then pays over to Rachel.  She is surprised that he has suddenly managed to come up with the money after all, but it doesn’t occur to her to ask him where he got it.

Chandler's partners have now discovered that the money is missing from their account, and he has confessed that he paid it to Rachel.  In a remorseful mood, Chandler has also telephoned Joey to admit that he tipped Phoebe off to buy Monica’s land.  Chandler has no assets, and Joey and Chandler’s partners therefore wish to know whether they can respectively recover anything from Phoebe and Rachel.

Advise them.





Economic duress
Glenn has a business manufacturing car radios.  In July 1996, he enters a contract with Gascoigne Cars plc, under which he agrees to deliver 5,000 radios by July 1997.  The terms of the contract also provide that in the event of late delivery, a penalty of £100 per radio shall be payable for each month or part of a month after the due date of delivery.

In August 1996, Glenn’s regular supplier of the circuit boards which he uses when making the radios goes out of business.  He therefore invites tenders for a new contract to supply him with circuit boards, and Seaman Electronics Ltd tenders to supply the boards for £10 each.  Seaman knows when making its bid that it will find it impossible to break even on the contract in the event that its own costs increase from current levels.  However, it has no other business in hand, and is desperate to secure the contract with Glenn.  £10 is the lowest price tendered, and so Glenn accepts Seaman’s bid.

In January 1997, Seaman realizes that an industry wide increase in the cost of electronic components, over which it has no effective control, is going to make it impossible for it to break even on its contract with Glenn.  Indeed, the position is so bad that it will be forced into insolvency if it is unable to renegotiate its contract.  It therefore goes to Glenn, explains the position, and says that unless he pays £15 a board it will be unable to fulfil its obligations under the contract.

Glenn is unhappy about this.  If he pays Seaman £15 a board, he will lose 30% of his own profit margin on his contract with Gascoigne.  However, he knows that he will now be unable to get the boards at a cheaper price from a different source in time to manufacture and supply the radios to Gascoigne without incurring the penalty for late delivery.  He therefore agrees to rewrite his contract with Seaman and pay the extra money.

The boards have now been delivered, and Glenn has refused to pay more than £10 each for them.

Advise the parties on the basis that the penalty clause in Glenn’s contract with Gascoigne is (a) legally enforceable and (b) legally unenforceable.


Economic duress
Jerry Builders Ltd is a small roofing subcontractor.  Competition for work amongst subcontractors is fierce and Jerry, like its competitors, has a policy of submitting tenders which allow nothing for the possibility of an escalation in costs.  Jerry knows that this involves a risk: all the main contractors in the industry use contracts which expressly exclude the possibility of price variations.  Jerry simply hopes it will be able to renegotiate if prices escalate.

Last year, Jerry made a bid for the roofing work on a housing project being undertaken pursuant to a joint venture agreement between Knight Ltd, the developer, and the Lumpford City Council, which owned the land.  Knight employed Moat Ltd as the main contractor on a contract which excluded the possibility of price variation.  Following a fiercely competitive bidding process, Jerry was awarded the joinery sub-contract at a fixed price of L10,000.

In October 1996, halfway through the joinery work, Jerry realized that owing to a sharp rise in the cost of wood, it would inevitably lose money on all its current contracts.  Indeed, the position was such that Jerry saw insolvency as a distinct possibility.  Jerry therefore approached Moat and explained its position.

Moat approached Knight and repeated what Jerry had said, adding that it too would be in financial difficulties if it had to fund further payments itself.  Though Moat could afford to make further payments, it was unwilling to accept the inevitable fall in its profit margins.

Knight disapproves of the growing practice of underbidding followed by renegotiation but is obliged by the terms of the joint venture agreement with Lumpford CC to finish the project by 31st December.  Failure to do so renders Knight liable to pay a penalty of L2,000 per day.  After a hasty reconsideration, Knight decides that if this deadline is to be met it has no time for a dispute with Moat.  Without consulting its lawyers (who would have advised that the penalty clause was unenforceable), Knight decides to fund the extra payments to Jerry and with Moat’s agreement it writes to Jerry saying that:

‘Following discussion of your difficulties between ourselves and Moat Ltd, it has been decided that you should be paid an extra L3,000 for due completion of the joinery subcontract, which is enclosed.’

Jerry accepts the payment and cashes the cheque.  The work is subsequently completed on time.  Knight has now informed both Jerry and Moat that it intends to seek reimbursement of the L3,000.

Advise the parties.


Undue influence
In January 2000, Kramer, aged 77, becomes a member of a religious sect, the Church of the Holy Ark, whose teachings centre on the belief that all animals are God made flesh.  The Church, a registered charity, instructs its members that it is therefore their duty to do all that they can to promote and safeguard the welfare of animals.  Kramer tells the local representative of the Church of the Holy Ark, George, that he is joining the Church because he has had a number of recent dreams in which suffering animals have spoken to him and pleaded for his help.  He also says that he has had a number of ‘visions’ of suffering animals while walking in the fields near his home.  Kramer explains that he believes that these dreams and visions are signs from God, and that he feels he ought to respond to these signs by giving aid to animals in need.

A little later on Kramer contacts George, and tells him that he would like to give his savings to the Church of the Holy Ark and animal welfare charities.  George says he thinks this is a good idea, but that Kramer should discuss the matter with his family.  Kramer dismisses this advice, saying, ‘I don’t want to get my family involved.  They’ll only try to put me off so they can get their hands on the money themselves.’  Kramer goes on to say that he wants to sort it all out as quickly as possible, because his health is failing.  George then suggests a number of charities that Kramer should bear in mind.  Kramer decides to give £100,000 to the Church itself, and £50,000 each to two other charities, Animal Alert and the Campaign Against the Fur Trade.

Kramer asks George to arrange matters through the Church’s solicitor, Jerry.  George replies that he thinks it would be better if Kramer approached his own solicitor, but Kramer refuses, since he fears that if his own solicitor becomes involved, then his family will find out.  George arranges a meeting at which Kramer is to sign documents, drawn up by Jerry, which will give effect to the donations which Kramer wishes to make.  At the meeting, Jerry explains the effect of the documents to Kramer, and recommends that he obtains independent advice before proceeding further.  Kramer ignores this suggestion, and signs the documents.


A week later, Kramer dies.  When Elaine, Kramer’s daughter and the executrix of his estate, finds out about the donations, she is very angry.  She convenes a meeting of the beneficiaries of Kramer’s will and tells them what has happened. ‘Can you believe the barmy old git did such a thing?  I’m determined to get the money back.’

Advise Elaine.


Undue influence
Philippa and Ian have been married for fifteen years.  They live together in a house which is in their joint names as legal owners.  Ian owes his bank, Dodo Bank plc, £50,000, money which he has put towards his business as an antiques dealer.  Ian decides it would be a good idea to build an extension at the back of the house, which he could then use as office space, and which would also increase the overall value of the property.  He therefore asks Dodo for a further loan of £20,000 to pay for the building work which will be needed for the extension.  Dodo agrees, but says that it would prefer to renegotiate the terms of Ian’s existing debt at the same time, and in effect make a new loan of £70,000 to Ian and Philippa jointly, secured on the house.

Ian accordingly brings Philippa into the bank with him three days’ later to sign the new loan agreement.  Axel, the bank manager, explains to Ian that before the bank can make the loan, good practice requires that Philippa should have the legal implications of the new arrangement explained to her by an independent solicitor.  ‘What a pointless waste of time’, fumes Ian.  ‘I explained the whole thing to her already in the car on the way over, and she understood it perfectly well.’  Philippa says that even so she wouldn’t mind talking it over with someone.  ‘Well, for Heaven’s sake, let’s get on with it’, says Ian.  ‘We haven’t got all day, you know.  If you don’t want our custom we can go elsewhere.’  Axel says that luckily Simone, a solicitor who the bank often asks to advise clients about this sort of thing, is in the building, and he suggests that Philippa has a talk with her.

Simone arrives, and takes Philippa away to another room, to explain the paperwork to her.  However, she has barely started when Ian rushes in and interrupts her.  ‘Why don’t you just do your job and witness her signature?’ he shouts.  ‘You bloody bureaucrats are all the same with your endless bits of paper.’  An unpleasant scene ensues in which Ian does a lot of shouting, and Philippa bursts into tears.  Finally, Philippa signs the documents while Ian stands over her, and the pair depart.

The new extension is built, but Ian’s business goes into decline and after a year it folds.  The bank now wishes to enforce its security against the house.

Advise Philippa.


Failure of consideration/breach of contract
Bob agrees to translate a novel by the famous Peruvian writer, Maria Vargas Llosa, for the publishing firm, Fabber & Fabber.  Under the contract, Fabber agree to pay Bob an advance of £30,000, and a royalty of 5% of the net receipts of the translation.  Under the contract, Bob is required to forward to Fabber each of the ten chapters of the book as he completes them.  Fabber pay Bob the £30,000, and he gets down to work.  After he has completed translation of the first five chapters (and passed these on to Fabber), Bob tells them that he is bored with the work, and will not finish the translation.

Bob has spent a total of 2,000 hours on the book when he stops work.  A translator of his ability is able to command a fee of £30 per hour.

Advise the parties.


Failure of consideration/frustration
Esther wants to build a summer-house in the grounds of her mansion.  She approaches Rikki, who operates a small construction business.  They agree on the specifications for the summer-house, and the price is fixed at £5,000.  Esther pays Rikki £1,000 in advance, with the balance payable on completion. When the summer-house is almost complete, it is struck by lightning and destroyed in the ensuing fire, and the contract is thereby frustrated.  By the time of the fire, Rikki had spent £2,000 on materials, and had worked on the summer-house for 100 hours.  A reasonable rate of remuneration for a builder of Rikki’s experience is £20 an hour.  

Advise Esther.


Failure of consideration/breach of contract and frustration of contract
Jenkins owns a large concert hall, which he uses to stage performances of classical music.  In January 2000, Jenkins enters a contract with Moreland, the conductor and business manager of the Manasch Orchestra, under which they agree that Moreland and the orchestra will mount five performances of Beethoven’s First and Second Symphonies in Jenkins’ hall during May 2000, the first concert to be staged on 1st May.  They agree that Moreland and the orchestra should receive a fee of £20,000 for each concert, and that Jenkins should pay them £10,000 in advance.  They also agree that after the first concert, Jenkins will pay them a further £10,000, and that he will then pay them £20,000 after each subsequent concert.

Jenkins accordingly pays Moreland and the orchestra £10,000, and they begin to prepare for the concerts by regularly meeting and practising the pieces of music they are to perform.  They spend two hundred hours practising together, and the hire of their practise rooms costs them £5,000.  Meanwhile, Jenkins spends £10,000 on promoting and advertizing the performances.

Advise the parties in BOTH of the following situations:

(a) On 30th April 2000, Moreland and the members of the orchestra decide that they are bored of Beethoven.  In breach of contract, therefore, Moreland informs Jenkins that they will not put on the concerts after all.

(b) On 1st May 2000, Moreland and the members of the orchestra put on the first concert.  On 2nd May 2000, a telecommunications satellite falls out of the sky and crashes into Jenkins’ concert hall, utterly destroying it.  It will take a minimum of two years to rebuild the hall, and the contract is therefore frustrated.  Jenkins informs Moreland that he does not propose to pay Moreland and the orchestra any more money.






Failure of consideration and no consideration and incapacity and mistake of law and change of position
Barsetshire County Council is a statutory local authority.  For many years it employed Harding as its chief finance officer.  When the time came for Harding to retire, Proudie, the council chairman, thought that the council ought to make him a gift in recognition of his long service.  He therefore told Harding that he was going to arrange for the council to make him a one-off payment of £10,000, as a present.  In his capacity as the council's chief finance officer, Harding was aware of the statutory rules governing payments by local authorities, and he correctly told Proudie that under these rules the proposed payment was illegal, and that the council lacked the capacity to make it.  However, Proudie replied that he wasn't going to be stopped from doing what he wanted by a lot of pointless red tape.  ‘You deserve the money’, he said, ‘and I insist that you take it.  We'll make it up by putting an extra penny on the rates next year.’

Harding had never been good at standing up to Proudie, and so he agreed to accept the money.  He deposited it for safekeeping with the Barsetshire Building Society, in case the council ever asked for it back, and there it stayed for the next twelve months.  During this period, Proudie carried out his intention of raising the rates by a penny, and by this means was able to make up the £10,000 he had caused the council to pay to Harding.  However, he then fell from office when his party did badly in the local elections, and the very same week the Barsetshire Building Society quite unexpectedly collapsed, leaving its depositors with no prospect of recovering anything in its insolvency.  The new chairman of the council, Slope, has now written to Harding to demand that he repay the £10,000 immediately.

Advise Harding.


Necessity
Vanessa, who lives alone, is seriously injured in a road accident, and taken to hospital.  She lapses into a coma, and is unable to communicate with anybody. When her neighbour, Oprah, hears what has happened, she is concerned about the welfare of Vanessa’s dog, Springer.  Using a spare key which Vanessa gave her ‘for emergencies’, Oprah enters Vanessa’s house, where she finds Springer, who is very upset after two days without food and exercise.  Vanessa takes Springer back to her own house, and gives him some dog food.  Oprah continues to feed Springer regularly, and includes some choice cuts of steak because he is missing Vanessa, and Oprah feels sorry for him.  Oprah also takes Springer for a thirty minute walk every day.  Both enjoy the exercise.

Four weeks later, Springer becomes very ill, and Oprah takes him to the vet, who says that Springer appears to have a blood clot on the brain.  The vet operates, but to no avail, and Springer dies soon afterwards.  A week later, Vanessa regains consciousness.  Oprah goes to visit her and tells her what has happened.  Oprah asks Vanessa if she will reimburse her for the cost of the dog food and the steaks, and the vet’s fees.  She also asks her for payment, at the rate of £10 an hour, for walking Springer.  Vanessa replies that she will not give Oprah a penny.

Advise Oprah.    
 




Illegality
Hal is an art dealer who specializes in twentieth-century sculpture.  He also has his own collection. Kazuo is a businessman who has bought several pieces from Hal’s gallery.  Last year he had dinner at Hal’s house, and Hal showed him his prized Henry Moore bronze. Kazuo particularly admired this, and offered to buy it for £50,000.  But Hal refused to part with it. ‘Just let me know if you ever change your mind’, said Kazuo, and Hal agreed that he would.

Then Hal had an idea.  He could ask Monroe, a talented sculptor friend, to make a copy of the sculpture, sell the copy to Kazuo, and keep the real one for himself.  He approached Monroe and suggested this scheme to him.  Monroe replied that it would be technically feasible to turn out a convincing imitation, but that the raw materials and foundry charges would cost £10,000.  Also, he wanted a half share in the profits.  They agreed that Hal would pay Monroe £10,000 up front, and another £15,000 after Kazuo had bought the imitation.

Hal paid Monroe £10,000, and Monroe got down to work.  He bought the materials he needed for £5,000, and spent several weeks taking preliminary casts of the sculpture and experimenting with different effects in order to be sure of creating the right sheen on the copy.  Before he got as far as casting it, however, Hal had a change of heart, and told Monroe that the scheme was immoral, and that he didn’t want to go through with it.  ‘What’s more’, he said, ‘I want my £10,000 back.’  ‘You can forget that’, said Monroe.  ‘I’ve spent half of it already, and I deserve to keep the rest after all the work I’ve done’.

Advise Hal.


Anticipated contracts which fail to materialize
Microserfs Ltd is a computer systems and management company.  In 1995, the directors of the  company, Susan and Bug, decided to bid for a contract to supply the Ministry of Defence with a system for the computerized payment of wages to its employees throughout the United Kingdom.  They foresaw that they would need to employ a public relations firm to assist them in promoting this bid, and so they set up a meeting with Tyler, the director of a public relations company, Shampoo Planet Ltd.

At the meeting, the three of them got on very well together, and after outlining the type of work that they wanted done, Susan and Bug said to Tyler that if the bid were successful, Microserfs Ltd would be interested in negotiating a contract with Shampoo Planet Ltd for the provision of further public relations services in connection with the wages project.  Tyler was very excited by this prospect, since he foresaw that it could mean a much larger contract for his company.  He therefore suggested that Shampoo Planet Ltd should do the PR work for the bid free of charge, on the understanding that Microserfs Ltd would be willing to negotiate the larger contract with Shampoo Planet Ltd in the event that the bid was successful.  Susan and Bug assured Tyler that Microserfs Ltd would certainly be willing to do this.

Over the next eighteen months, Shampoo Planet Ltd did PR work in connection with the bid which was worth £50,000 at market rates.  At the end of this period, however, the Microserfs Ltd bid was rejected by the Ministry of Defence, and Susan and Bug have now told Tyler that they see no reason why Microserfs Ltd should pay Shampoo Planet Ltd for the work it did.

Advise Shampoo Planet Ltd.


Gain-based awards for breach of contract
Inspired by the film ‘Eat the Peach’, Kieran decides to create a motorcycle ‘Wall of Death’ in Ballygobackways, the small town in Northern Ireland where he lives.  Kieran signs a contract with a firm of builders, Murphees, in which Murphees agree to construct the Wall of Death on Kieran’s land.  The contract specifies that Murphees are to use bricks produced by Green Ltd.  Kieran’s reason for inserting this clause is that he is keen to support Catholic-owned businesses like Green Ltd.  In breach of contract, Murphees use bricks produced by another (Protestant-owned) firm, Orange Ltd.  Although Orange’s bricks are of the same quality as Green’s, Murphees have a discount deal with Orange’s, and so Murphees save £1000 by using their bricks. 

Kieran also signs a contract with Sean, a speedway star.  Under the contract, Sean agrees to ride motorbikes on the ‘Wall of Death’ for six months.  He is to be paid £30,000.  Shortly after the contract is signed, Sean tells Kieran that he will not be able to work for him after all, since he has accepted a job with Conor, who is setting up a rival ‘Wall of Death’ in a nearby town.  Conor has agreed to pay Kieran £40,000 for six month’s work.  Kieran then signs up another speedway star, of similar ability and renown, on the terms he had agreed with Sean.  

Kieran visits a local motorbike dealer, Bike-u-Like, where he agrees to buy a Kawasaki 2000 for £15,000.  The next day Conor turns up at Bike-u-Like, and offers £20,000 for the Kawasaki.  Bike-u-Like sell it to Conor, who drives off on the bike.  When he hears what has happened, Kieran approaches another dealer, who sell him an identical bike for £15,000.

Finally, local church leaders are unhappy at the prospect of the two Walls of Death opening on Sundays.  Kieran and Conor therefore sign an agreement in which they promise each other that they will not operate on Sundays.  On a Sunday in the height of the tourist season, Conor opens his Wall of Death.  The audience receipts for the day are £2000.  

Advise Kieran.


Gain-based awards for breach of contract and trespass
Mr Blue is an oil trader.  He enters a contract with Mr Green, under which they agree that Mr Blue will deliver 100,000 barrels of crude oil to Mr Green on 1st May 2001, at a price of £7 per barrel.

Mr Red is the owner of a crude oil storage facility.  His customers store crude oil in his tanks, and he charges them £5 per thousand barrels per day.  This rate compares favourably with the rates charged by other storage facilities, which charge £6 per thousand barrels per day for the same service.  Mr Blue enters a contract with Mr Red, under which they agree that Mr Blue will store 100,000 barrels of crude oil in Mr Red’s tanks for a period of 14 days, from 16th April to 30th April 2001.

Consistently with these arrangements, Mr Blue deposits the oil with Mr Red on 16th April, and pays him in advance for 14 days’ storage; he plans to collect the oil from Mr Red’s facility on 30th April, and to deliver it to Mr Green the following day.  During the course of the next two weeks, however, the price of crude oil rises sharply, and by the end of the month the market rate has climbed to £9 per barrel.  Mr Blue therefore changes his plans.  In breach of his contract with Mr Green, he does not deliver the oil as agreed, and in breach of his contract with Mr Red, he leaves the oil in Mr Red’s tanks for an additional 30 days, until 30th May.  (By leaving the oil in Mr Red’s tanks in this way he also commits the tort of trespass against him.)  On 30th May, he then collects the oil and delivers it to Mr Orange, who has agreed to buy it from him at a price of £10 per barrel.

Mr Green and Mr Red both wish to know whether they can make Mr Blue account to them for the profits of his wrongdoing, and if so, how much they are going to get.

Advise them.


Gain-based awards for trespass and breach of confidence
Following her sensational marriage to Prince Charming, Princess Cinderella has become the subject of extraordinary public interest, whipped up by unscrupulous press magnates with a view to boosting the circulation of their newspapers.  Jack, a footman employed by the royal couple, decides to turn this fact to his advantage.  One evening he secretes himself in the Princess’ private gymnasium in the palace gardens, ignoring several prominently displayed signs bearing the words ‘Private.  Absolutely No Admittance to Palace Personnel.’  He takes a series of photographs of the Princess doing her workout routine with her personal trainer.  He subsequently sells these for £20,000 to the editor of the Nursery Times, who publishes them across four centre pages under the headline ‘Slimline Cindy’s Secret Sessions’.

Advise the Princess whether the law of restitution might sustain a claim to the profits made by (a) Jack and (b) the Nursery Times.
